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Abstract

We have many effects on our planet but little idea how delicate or robust Earth really is or what

might tip the balance of sustainability. The only sure way to find out and avoid disaster may be

to make a quantum leap in our understanding of nature. But great leaps need great courage and

inspiration. We must leave what feels like solid ground to find the “new ways to think” many

great physicists have extolled. Different ways of thinking are employed as the real relationship

of Alice and Bob (A,B) is exposed, the characters at the heart and head of theoretical analysis.

The pair are separated when advances in space travel take them light years apart to finally test

the completeness of QM and Relativity, still incompatible after 200 years. The trip unravels

their entanglement and sheds light on their true identity and nature. Their discoveries suggest a

long delayed marriage may finally happen, converging quantum and classical theory to secure

a coherent future physics. As Earth's population has doubled since 2020 it may be just in time..

1. Introduction

In a star system far away Alice waits alone for signals from home. She knows Bob waits too,

just as far the other way. The 'signals' are just half of a spin ½  particle with “superposed spin

states”, but rotating twice to complete a single turn! On hitting her detector one of the states

‘collapses’ leaving the particle with just one ‘pure quantum spin state', meaning Bob must then

have the other spin. Two photo-multipliers, (Up and Down) await behind the analyser. One

‘clicks’ to tell her which state it found. Her job is to choose an analyser angle setting each time,

between 0 and 180o then note down; 'state' (up/down), angle, and time. 

In theory her finding 'reverses' each side of 90o. That causes a problem, because if Bob’s half is

spin down, then a decision by her to change setting, so finding ‘down’, must then change what

Bob can find! Spookier still; if Bob switched past 90o first then she must find the opposite to

him whatever her own choice of setting! It sounded crazy! indicating something wasn’t quite

right. But John Bell proved mathematically that no classical variable (real or causal) 1 could

reproduce the inequalities (a cosine curve) of results predicted by quantum mechanics (QM)
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over a range of detector 'field angles' . Bell's proof helped maintain the chasm in understanding

between the two ‘pillars’ of science for 200 years. But the torrent of anomalies continued

unabated. Many held firmly to SR or QM, or even both, convinced there was no conflict. But

the gap remained. Even time itself is different, one absolute one relative. The gap was

recognised as the greatest impediment to better understanding of nature. The great question is;

where is the problem? In QM? in Relativity, or in both? And what exactly is the problem?

Alice was there to finally expose the truth. 

2. Thinking outside the galaxy.

So what really possessed Alice to take the trip, spending years alone? She did like the idea of

testing the theory that space travel slows the ageing process. Who could resist a hyperdrive ride

to test that theory given the chance? She'd also wondered if her and Bob were stuck in a rut,

always side by side. She felt she needed a break from routine to review the relationship. A fresh

outlook may give them a new lease of life. Or perhaps it was scientific curiosity that clinched

it. Bob said that was his motivation. He was a solid guy, an inspiration when they first met at

the beginning of the alphabet, a deep thinker, but that was in Earth terms which now seemed

parochial and limiting. She felt she needed something more. Did she miss him… or was it just

being alone? She now had endless quiet time to think, read her great database of disparate

Earth science and look for a better way to fit it together.  Was there some hidden fundamentally

flawed assumption used in QM or Bells theorem? And if so, where? 

She peered into the mirror. The faint wrinkles were still there. Would she really be younger

than her twin sister when she got back? It didn’t look promising so far. Bob agreed they

couldn't assume relativity was complete either. She thought of Bob, parsecs away deciding on a

setting. Were they somehow entangled? or has thinking and mathematics simply not been good

enough. Being so far from Earth seemed to free her from Earthbound thinking. This star system

was quite different to home, lots of stars nearby, but still peaceful. She absorbed anything that

may be at all relevant from historic science. She’d determined to search much deeper for

hidden assumptions, nothing was too deep or fundamental, she’d find them test them and root

out any inconsistencies. Her mirror image reminded her of one; the oft ignored inseparable non

mirror-symmetry of polar spin directions.

3. Quantum Spin

Fundamental to QM is quantum spin or ‘quantum angular momentum’ (QAM), a 'field

property' not considered as classical orbits or rotation but ‘internal’ and behaving differently,

thus spin 1/2 electrons 720o degree rotation. She took Bohr's advice taking her instruments

apart and testing each component until she really understood what it did. The first part was the

analyser or ‘polariser’ electromagnetic (EM) field which her angle setting dial rotated, so

changing the direction at 90o. This had the well known effect of ‘flipping’ the electron

orientation.2 All evidence then pointed to analyser electron field interacting with the incoming

particle and rotating it, so the spin direction reaching the photomultipliers is flipped at 90o.

After experimenting and analysing the evidence many times she decided that spin axes must be

rotated to the polariser angle by 'atomic scattering'.3 4
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She repeated the famous case of a 45o polarising filter slipped between two others set at 90o

degrees to each other. The light blocked by the first two was actually released by adding the

45o filter! People scratched their heads over that until they worked out that the detector filter

rotated the polarity, so was part of the system giving the finding. That gave a classical analogy

of QM for photons, also ‘spin ½,  but are incoming electrons also flipped? Would they need to

be? As ‘detection’ is transfer of angular momentum, (AM) then flipping the detector electrons

will surely also reverse the finding. With photons it’s polarity being measured. Electrons

'internal' spin is different, but then we know it does reverse at 90o. She painted pictures in her

mind trying to rationalise theory with logic, density 'operators' with mechanics, but it wouldn’t

quite all work coherently.

One day she’d was watching an unusual fast asteroid that had morphed into a comet as it

entered the denser ambient medium of her system. She saw it was a binary pair, two 1km wide

lumps closely orbiting each other within a single bow shock, hot coma and twisted tail. The

twist was interesting she now saw that each lump was also spinning or tumbling on its axis.

One had a deep green crater half a km wide. On one full orbit the crater was visible, but on the

next it wasn’t. What caught her notice was that it took two full rotations, 720o, for the crater to

return. She realised that the ‘spin within spin,5 or ’helical path6 within a greater helical path,

produced a ‘spin ½’ body, a real entity demonstrating an effect considered impossible in

classical mechanics. A whole wavefront plane may even 'shimmy' within bigger shimmies!

She drew some ways it could be achieved for particles, one as Fig.1. 

‘Click!’ A photomultiplier fired off as a particle arrived. It was spin ‘up’. She changed the

setting and settled down in the dim light from the beautiful red cratered moon in absolute

silence, free of sensory inputs to disturb her thoughts. When she opened her eyes she saw only

the moon, not locked like Earth's but spinning gently on its axis. A moment of realisation then

hit her, the moon, just like all bodies, must have two poles if it spins. All spin must be

clockwise and anti-clockwise depending only on which pole you looked at. As quantum spin or

QAM could involve real angular momentum, then perhaps the spin flip does reverse. A gyro-

scope can be turned on all 3 axis as it spins on another, conserving all its angular momentum.

It's the same with orbiting dipoles and spinning tori; we can only actually ever see or ‘measure’

one side or pole at a time, so we can only find one spin direction at a time. Emitters can split
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Figure 1: Classical Spin ½.  Spin as orbital angular momentum (OAM) within a body on an orbital path or

spinning. An example of classical dynamics reproducing the quantum state. All spin can then involve OAM,

requiring two poles ('states'); clockwise / anti-clockwise. Only one state is 'measurable' at a time, so is

'observer dependent'. PJ.



and sent out particles with both poles, orientated randomly left or right, but both the same way

round, so observers to the left and right must find the opposite poles, unless rotated on arrival.

Perhaps there really doesn’t need to be any such thing as a ‘pure singlet’ spin state! 7 We've

never found a 'monopole'. How could one exist? And what if pure singlet states didn’t exist?

Her mind paged through every complex aspect and assumption of QM, the EPR paradox8 and

Bells Theorem.9 All the resultant conclusions may be flawed! A whole gamut could be

bypassed if spin was just OAM, even if just 'quark/gluon' oscillation within polarity, 'spin'

within spin. Bells logic would survive but the barrier to greater logic would be circumvented.

Could that really be the hidden assumption, deep in QM, never questioned or tested so just

inherited by everybody? Surely not! This and other questions would take some testing. Alice

set about the task, with all the time in 'the world' and more.

4. Bob and Yin and Yang and Alice.

Bob was thinking of Alice too. Such a great and inseparable team when they inherited the lead

role in analysing nature from old pals Yin and Yang. They had specialist back-up from theirs

and other alphabets but A and B led foundational analysis. Bob was happy to take this job. He

felt he needed a break from being always 'cheek by jowl' with Alice. Perhaps all relationships

need a break now and then. But he’d have never have turned down this job. Planet Earth was in

trouble on all fronts. Humans had delayed the hard choices needed to secure their future for a

century. But impending disasters couldn't be proved. Confidence in scientists had waned since

‘climategate.' Inaccurate predictions increased the pressure. But the problem was we really

didn’t understand enough about fundamentals to properly interpret the details. Now it was

down to Alice and him to find once and for all if there were better foundations somewhere

deeper down. 

His view was clear; to be the ultimate sceptic in identifying and testing all possible candidates.

He was crammed with knowledge, spending most of his life in ‘library’, as the third letter

always two ag head of Alice. He didn’t believe in ‘facts’, only data. Interpretations and theories

were always challenged. Yin taught him that knowledge was only half the battle, and Yang that

only consistent application with no anomalies or apparent paradox completed the job. He felt

Yin and Yang meant something far more important, something fundamental which hadn’t yet

emerged. He did know the basic law of computing; 'Rubbish in= Rubbish out'; the ability of

one tiny flaw in input to make nonsense of everything that followed. The same had proven true

of the most complex quantum computer we had, evolved over millions of years, the human

brain. We load information continuously, often flawed, then mainly use 'intuition' to judge

things, even in science. ‘Intuition’ had been proven even more unreliable than the embedded

data we rely on for logical analysis itself highly flawed and incomplete. 

Now Bob finally had time to identify what we rely on and to re-check it all. He'd been doing

experiments of his own. Less lucky than Alice, he had no habitable planets at the right distance

so lived in his ships artificial gravity. The particles were to arrive at unequal set time intervals

to allow 'time resolved' pairs to be distinguished and compared later, but he still had to be in a

small zone. He soon found a passing star with beautiful planet reminding him of Saturn, no
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rings but coloured swirling clouds, red at the south pole and green near the north. It's star had a

beautiful crescent bow shock enclosing the system as it passed through the diffuse ambient

medium of the cluster. It reminded him of the many 'tadpole' stars with bow shocks in the

Orion nebula. 

There’s no up in space.

He’d first struggled with the telemetry to find his orientation so far from Earth. As the analyser

and it's EM field were symmetrical it didn’t matter which way round or up it was, or which

way up he was. He checked and confirmed that was true. There’s no ‘up’ in space. He could be

upside down and either side of the analyser and it made no difference, he just had to switch the

magnetic field lines the other way to get the same result from test emissions. He soon found he

got exactly the same symmetrical spin 'up/down' results with the analyser any way round on

any axis! That matter hadn’t come up on Earth, but checking past findings showed it was

consistent. Consistent with theory was quite another matter, there were issues to be analysed.

All his single particle emitters and splitters including his trusty Stern-Gerlach seemed to emit

randomly. With an analyser each side of the emitter with the same setting the findings were

opposite, one spin ‘up, one ‘down’, and random. Switching one analyser field direction

changed the finding. Not entirely unexpected. Switching the other did the same. Inserting and

rotating polarising filters, or switching the analysers did the same, as did turning anything

upside down. He could do what he liked with the light, and the electrons. The findings were

consistent with quantum and beam optics but QM largely ignored such detector influence!

So something was wrong. Whatever he did, half the spin results were identical with the same

settings, the other half with opposite settings!  Whatever orientation he chose, of himself or

whatever part of the kit, the results gave a 'cosine' non-linear distribution. Delayed choice,

quantum erasers and a myriad of similar experiments didn't identify or use that assumption. But

what he couldn’t do was check what spin any particle had before he checked what spin it had.

Gradual changes in detector angle gradually changed the probability of a finding, always

producing the cosine curve of QM's prediction. His orientation proved arbitrary, and adding

more filters made no difference to the output distribution whatever the settings!  

He’d identified a theoretical problem. By simply adding one analyser or polarising (light) filter,

or turning the detectors or the whole kit, it was possible to find ‘spin up’ consistently for both

particles at the same time in either the same or opposite orientations. Quantum 'state collapse'

('superposed' states becoming just one) and entanglement10 between the singlet states didn’t

predict that outcome! But his experiment was only local. Perhaps there was some harmonic

resonance or other communicating below the speed of light 'c'. The main experiment with Alice

far away should rule that out. He’d set his primary detection instruments to automatic and

checked them while he worked with his other experiments both in and outside the ship. There

was still no genuine way of 'measuring' a particles spin without absorbing or affecting it. He’d

have to re-analyse all his results theoretically. 
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Saturn 2

Bob formed a hologram of the beautiful gas giant he's christened 'Saturn 2'. But something felt

wrong. He realised he'd designated 'north' as up, as the convention on Earth, but Earth's north

spun anticlockwise. This spun clockwise. He inverted his ship, re-inverted his analyser to retain

it's orientation, and now the 'up' pole was red  and intuitively spun anti-clockwise (see Fig 2).

As Earth was now to his other side he moved around the analyser. All was now as as before

..except the star now moved in the other

direction. He visualised the 3D changes.

His own observer 'flip' had changed the

planet's spin from 'up' to 'down'!. That

was a revelation for polarity but electron

spin ½ is more complex some 'internal'

quality giving the 720o rotation. 

Axes and points drawn in the hologram

represented setting angles. Electron 'flip'

was logical, and playing with multiple

filters and analysers showed that the spin

direction found reversed with EM field

direction past 90o. Spin can then have

clockwise and anti-clockwise poles, as

all angular momentum. The 720o  issue

remained, but he didn't know of Alice's

insight of 'spin within spin'.  

He studied the hologram carefully for

ways classical mechanics could give the

cosine distributions of 'clicks'. The angles

selected by A and B were drawn relative to

the spin axis as radii from the centre to

surface points (purple lines in Fig. 2).

Angles near Green and Red clearly had

stronger +1/-1 results, and uncertainty

peaked near 90o  so the spin direction was ~50:50. If the rate of change between pole and

equator was non-linear then producing the LOCAL 'cosine' results at each detector suddenly

looked easy, switching at the equator. But Bell's Inequalities and 'weak measurement'

correlation are about relative angles between the two settings, not 'spin' itself.11  He lay silently

in darkness, the hologram above him. If no 'pure quantum state' was left behind when one of

two superposed state 'collapsed' on measurement, then there was no need for any 'spooky

action at a distance', as Einstein's view. What if random 'states' were just random 'ways round'

of the poles of a particle! The QM result E(a,b) = -a.b would be implicit as b,a = a,b. Perhaps

the way to unification may then be cleared! 
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Figure 2: The Saturn 2 Hologram. The two purple radii to

points A and B represent analyser angles (from spin axis x).

Maintaining RELATIVE angles. Two degrees of freedom,

describe cones, giving circular slices through the sphere.

Distance from 'slice' to centre changes by the cosine. 

Cosine2 give relative 3D surface speed/angular momentum.

Amplitude2 is Intensity,= Malus' Law. Spin 'state' reverses at

the equator (y,z plane), and surface speed (non linear with

angle) peaks. But it takes two to tango (give the probability

of tripping a detector). The Coriolis effect, frame drag and

π retain higher order uncertainty.  See Fig 3.  PJ. 



Understanding the Relations

What was now clear to Bob that just comparing the two angles relied on no apparent 'datum' in

relation to anything! Each 'point' could then be anywhere on a circle around the sphere surface.

Bob studied the two purple radius lines. Didn't each give the cosine of the other at the surface?

Whatever the relative angle the cosine relation would naturally always apply. The orbital

freedom meant that each radial 'angle' line could form a cone within the sphere, describing a

circle at the surface. Using π retains recursive higher order uncertainty to infinity. The distance

from the sphere centre to the circle changes by the cosine of the cone angle. As surface speed

changes non linearly;  'squaring' the cosine then gives the transferable angular momentum

around the circumference described by the cone at that angle. That local amplitude gives the

probability of each detector tripping, but

interacting particles have all degrees of

freedom, so the distribution curve

repeats whatever the relationship! He

then realised that if an observer 'met' the

equator, just rotating the sphere's axis

on the x axis would also reverse the

'direction' found (up becomes down)

equivalent to the observer moving over a

pole, or even just 'inverting'. Bob drew

and studied the geometry (Fig 3). He'd

have been over the moon had the planet

had one! Classical dynamics appeared to

reproduce QM quantum correlations,

which was not possible with the singlet

spin assumption John Bell inherited. 

Bob sent an initial message to Earth

before setting about checking the

consistency of the finding and trying to

falsify it. He knew Alice would receive the message on her way home and it'd hopefully make

her day. He was confident she'd at least not just dismiss it as being too unfamiliar, a problem

seemingly never overcome by most on Earth. Perhaps she even found it herself?

The last signals arrived and it was was time to start the trip home. Bob could find no flaw in his

hypotheses. He'd thought carefully through each of the dozens of experiments and proofs of

Bell's theorem. All used the same flawed foundation so were circumvented. Hardy's reasonable

axioms were agreeable but Hardy's paradox used 'singlet states' so evaporated. A helpful aspect

of the finding was explaining the consistently anomalous data found in all 'time resolved pair'

experiments, which were all perfectly resolved by the hypothesis. In the famous original Alain

Aspect experiment12 13 the vast majority of the data had to be dismissed as a 'source problem'

for lack of a theory to fit.14 Weihs et al,15 shortly after, using an electro optic analyser reported it
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Figure 3: Bloch Cones. Each setting angle can rotate, giving

a cone, maintaining relative angle. Directions 'flip' between

B and (B) and across the poles. Speed and circumference

change for intensity and OAM transfer, by the cosine2 . PJ.



as a voltage dependent field rotation but hadn't analysed it. The 'rotational variance' problem

had become familiar but was never theoretically resolved. Bob studied his hologram again.

How clear it now was! So much easier rationalise visually in 3D than just mathematically.

Smaller 'dimensions' would anyway prevent infinitely precise numerical modelling, as Gödel

had shown. Quantum physics remained, but smaller and with more logical consistency. Timed

pair experiments made the hypothesis falsifiable. 

The Implications

Bob thought back to Niels Bohr and Albert Einstein at the Solvay conferences, struggling with

a fraction of the information now available. Both their theories were surprisingly close to being

complete. Bob didn't see his finding as the 'Local hidden variable' theory envisaged as the

variable was there in the particles. 'Entanglement' was having symmetry, two poles and a

common propagation axis. Local Reality DID exist down to a much smaller limit of resolution,

but 'absolute' time was confirmed because observers fields modulate time signals on arrival at

some non-infinite 'local' range 16 17 In fact everyone would be proved almost right! John Bell

was right that there was no boundary between the classical and quantum worlds, and his

theorem was mathematically correct. Had Bohr and Einstein headed more confidently up their

own paths it seems they'd have found them converge! Bohr's Copenhagen Interpretation had a

real analogy from observer (electron)  dependence, and that same local dependence produced

Einstein's local reality and local time. The electron was then a powerful yet still invisible part

of nature. Bob's head spun with the fundamental implications for so much physics. He couldn't

wait to get back and compare notes with Alice. The return journey would be long, but so might

the book! 

We'd left Alice testing the same hypothesis Bob had arrived at. It's beauty was it didn't even

need a computer to prove. The cosine rule, Malus' Law and the quantum computer mankind

evolved in his head can rationalise the finding. Found the same conclusions she'd sent almost

the exact same message to Earth and Bob. On the way home she spent the time checking old

findings, writing up hers and experimenting (results appended). She started with ten axioms; 

1. Nature is logical.

2. There's no 'up' in space.

3. Quantum spin includes OAM.

4. There are no; 'pure singlet states'.

5. 'Non-local state reduction' is not required.

6. Spin ½ can be reproduced using classical dynamics.

7. All radial lines in Bloch spheres can give the cosines of others. 

8. EM signal propagation speed limit is <c in the local medium rest frame.

9. Time is absolute, but EM signals, including time signals, are modulated locally.

10. Bells theorems mathematical logic is correct, but the inherited assumptions used are not.
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Bob and Alice were worried the other would look strange, or look strangely at them when they

met up. They were also worried that most on Earth might think they'd lost their minds from

being alone for so long. Alice checked the mirror. The signs of ageing had continued. Perhaps

her twin will look much older, but the thought seemed ironic. Having also found that only time

signals changed speed18 between moving dielectric systems - like sound signals but also in

diffuse media19 20 she was warming to versions of theory free of anomaly and apparent paradox.

There suddenly seemed plenty available. Perhaps no more chasm between the classical and

quantum universe. But was it too late? Would Earth still be there and habitable when they got

back? And if so, could humanity now let go of embedded beliefs accomplish the quantum leap

required to steer science towards unification?

Alice and Bob sketched representations on the way back (see below) and ran an experiment

(see end notes). Both had been scanning the galactic disc for for weeks for the tiny speck of

light called the sun when each others first messages arrived boosted and passed on by Earth. 

Many considered the pair had remained entangled during the trip. They may have been right,

but Bob and Alice found that harmonic resonant coupling is a local and quite different effect.
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Sketches 1: a. Schematic. The field modulates the spin.  b. Blended Discs.  c. d. Non Linearity of OAM.



Technical End Notes;  Do Bob and Alice have a future?

Bob and Alice's experimental project findings. 

By human colour judgement (or simulation using a low fidelity spectroscope) colours were

selected from either the disc below (Figure 4) called 'heads' or (at random) a non-mirror

symmetric copy called 'tails'. The selection was made by choosing an 'angle' from 0 to 180o.

The spectroscope could only give outputs 'RED

or GREEN'.  The results are tabulated below

(Table 1) and plotted in Figure 5. The results

are intuitive; Green and Red were certain and

'Sand' most uncertain. A cosine distribution

emerged between those three angles because

difficulty increased non linearly (more rapidly

closer to Sand; at 90o). That local finding with

absolute angles matches past experiments.21   

The relative angle finding also then emerged as

a cosine curve explained above by Bob's Bloch

Sphere description. One of the angles, say 45o is

treated as a 'datum' so set as 0o. The other angle,

(say 90o), is then 45o relatively. The reverse

procedure is carried out for the other angle).

Reading off the cosine of 45o and squaring it

finds the energy intensity at that position, which

is Malus' Law; Intensity (I) ∞ cos2θ (see Fig 2).

The squaring gives the circle  described by the

cone on the sphere surface formed by the

relative angle (with the axis). Both radial lines

have all degrees of freedom to rotate about the

other. The amplitude of momentum transferred

gives the probability of the photomultiplier for

that hemisphere  clicking (Green/Red = + /-).

The red dots in Figure 5 shows the actual

findings for the angles shown, violating the Bell

Inequality limits for stochastic effects.

It may be noted that the findings represent a

similar tautology to John Bells, which used the

different assumption of no angular momentum

or dipole, so of 'pure' singlet states. Superposed

Cosine curves are produced for all rotations.
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FIG 4: Spectral Disc. One semicircle (left or right

side)  is used each time (Heads). The back of the disc

(Tails) has the same colours but is non-mirror

symmetric. The blue dotted lines at 90 degrees rotate

in unison maintaining the 90o angle.  A/B correlation

at any angle one blue line is set to then gives

maximum uncertainty at 90o. (PJ).

Figure 5: Plot of results (see Table 1, 2nd last

column) The QM prediction is shown in blue. The

results are shown as as red dots at each setting

angle. The QM inequality violations are exceeded.



The 3rd and 4th columns of table 1 give percentage findings for local absolute angles. The 6th

column 'Bias to Green' shows the surplus % of green or (minus value) red. The figures compare

closely with 'Cos' ( 7th column). Both then produce the 'quantum' prediction for single particles

and detectors. Note that the Heat/Tails call becomes irrelevant as all states include both poles.

TABLE 1. Alice (Bob) averaged results for 18 angles. 'State' (H/T) becomes irrelevant

Angles Head/Tail Colour visible Red % Green Bias to Green Cos Green Bias2 QM cos2θ

0o H Green 0% 100% 100% 1.00 1 1.00

0o T Green 0% 100% 100% 1.00 1 1.00

22.5o H Lime 4% 96% 92% 0.92 0.85 0.85

22.5o T Lime 3% 97% 94% 0.92 0.88 0.85

45o H Yellow 13% 87% 74% 0.71 0.54 0.5

45o T Yellow 14% 86% 72% 0.71 0.52 0.5

67.5o H Gold 30 70% 40% 0.38 0.16 0.14

67.5o T Gold 32 68% 36% 0.38 0.13 0.14

90o H Sand 50 50% 0 0 0 0

90o T Sand 50 50% 0 0 0 0

112.5
0 H Buff 69 31% -38% 0.38 -0.14 -0.14

112.5
0 T Buff 68 32% -36% 0.38 -0.13 -0.14

135o H Peach 88 12% -76% -0.71 -0.57 -0.5

135o T Peach 87 13% -74% -0.71 -0.54 -0.5

157.5o H Orange 97 3% -94% -0.92 -0.88 0.85

157.5o T Orange 98 2% -96% -0.92 -0.92 0.85

180o H Red -100 0% -100% -1.00 -1 -1.00

180o T Red -100 0% -100% -1.00 -1 -1.00

Averaged results for a full circuit of 18 cases, asking "Which colour is closest; Red or Green".

Malus' Law is applied by squaring the surplus % of Green over Red ('Bias to Green' column)

which gives the 2D sphere surface intensity, angular momentum transfer, then probability of

detection. The findings violate Bell's inequalities and, circumvent Bells' theorem. The last two

columns show classical Bias2  closely reproducing the QM predictions . For A,B correlation the

angles shown may be considered realtive as one acts as the datum axis for the others cone.

For relative A,B angles the first column angles equally apply. The penultimate column; Green

Bias2  then gives the classical result of the experiment, dictated by the cone opening angle

within the sphere. The numbers can be compared with those in the last column, which is the

QM prediction of the cosine cosine2 Most quantum violations are reproduced or exceeded. 

An A4 'kit' is available on request as an aid to reproduce the experiment, or simply copy the

coloured disc and stick a copy to the rear, red behind green (non-mirror symmetric).

Bob, Alice and the project leader prepared a paper including the results and submitted to a peer reviewed journal.

 peter.jackson53@ymail.com
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